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this issue was addressed in kb5011493. some
devices might take up to seven (7) days after the

installation of kb5011493 to fully address the
issue and prevent files from persisting after a
reset. for immediate effect, you can manually

trigger windows update troubleshooter using the
instructions in windows update troubleshooter. if

you are part of an organization that manages
devices or prepared os images for deployment,
you can also address this issue by applying a

compatibility update for installing and recovering
windows. doing that makes improvements to the
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safe operating system (safeos) that isused to
update the windows recovery environment

(winre). you can deploy these updates using the
instructions in add an update package to windows

re using kb5012414 for windows 11 (original
release). devices that have the "unknown device"

messages are often created when creating a
custom offline media or iso image from a windows

installation. the issue is only encountered when
creating custom offline media or iso images from
windows installations created by slipstreaming
this update into the image without having first
installed the standalone servicing stack update

(ssu) released march 29, 2021 or later. this issue
was addressed in kb5011493. some devices might
take up to seven (7) days after the installation of
kb5011493 to fully address the issue and prevent
files from persisting after a reset. for immediate
effect, you can manually trigger windows update
troubleshooter using the instructions in windows

update troubleshooter. if you are part of an
organization that manages devices or prepared os
images for deployment, you can also address this

issue by applying a compatibility update for
installing and recovering windows.
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this issue was addressed in kb4018684. some
devices might take up to seven (7) days after the

installation of kb4018684 to fully address the
issue and prevent files from persisting after a
reset. for immediate effect, you can manually

trigger windows update troubleshooter using the
instructions in windows update troubleshooter. if

you are part of an organization that manages
devices or prepared os images for deployment,
you can also address this issue by applying a

compatibility update for installing and recovering
windows. doing that makes improvements to the

safe operating system (safeos) that isused to
update the windows recovery environment

(winre). you can deploy these updates using the
instructions in add an update package to windows

re using kb4018686 for windows 11 (original
release). if you are running windows 10, version
1809, the cumulative updates released to the
version 1809 branch of the general availability

(ga) channel will be updated to the windows 10,
version 1903 ga channel when you upgrade to
windows 10, version 1903 from windows 10,

version 1809. to avoid this issue, be sure to first
slipstream the ssu released march 29, 2021 or
later into the custom offline media or iso image
before slipstreaming the lcu. to do this with the
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combined ssu and lcu packages now used for
windows 10, version 20h2 and windows 10,

version 2004, you will need to extract the ssu
from the combined package. use the following

steps to extract the ssu: beginning with windows
10, version 21h2, feature updates for windows 10
release are released annually, in the second half
of the calendar year, to the general availability

channel. they will be serviced with monthly
quality updates for 18 or 30 months from the date
of the release, depending on the lifecycle policy.
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